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Observations on the Use of Commercial
Fertilizers on the Arid Soils of Utah 1
D. W. Pittman Z and Clarence Burnham!

PART I-FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS
NEED FOR FERTILIZERS ONLY RECENTLY SHOWN
COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS WERE FORMERLY THOUGHT TO BE
UNNECESSARY IN UTAH.

Only within the last few years has the question of commercial fertilizers
been worthy of serious consideration in Utah. It has been considered that
commercial fertilizers were unnecessary in Utah (1) because arid soils retain
their virgin fertility much longer than soils in the humid region which are
subject to continual leaching by heavy precipitation, (2) because livestock
have always predominated in Utah's agriculture due to the vast areas adapted
only to range purposes and livestock means manure to maintain fertility, and
(3) because alfalfa, our principal feed crop, is also one of the best plants
for gathering nitrogen from the air, which is added to the soil in the manure
and thus tends constantly to build up fertility. However, it now seems that
for some particular fields there is an inadequate supply of manure, and in
a few cases the manure is hardly adequate in itself to maintain the fertility
of the soil; so an interest is now being developed in commercial fertilizers.
In the spring of 1926 in a few random experiments it was discovered that
the lawns and pastures on the Greenville Experimental Farm near Logan
gave a marked response to ammonium sulphate fertilizer and that one of
the poorer alfalfa fields on this experimental farm gave a marked response
to treble-superphosphate. This latter discovery was rather surprising at the
time as it was known that the soil was quite rich in total phosphorus supply.
Subsequent soil tests showed that the water-soluble phosphorus, which is the
only form usable by plants, was quite low in this soil unless it had been
manured. Manure also increases the soluble nitrogen which serves to explain why both grass and alfalfa may respond to manure although each
Acknowledgments-The authors wish to acknowledge their special indebtedness to William
Peterson, Director of the U. S. A. C. Extension Service and former Station Director who
originated this project; to P. V. Cardon present Station Director; to County Agricultural
Agents, R. L. Wrigley, R. H. Stewart, A. L. Christiansen, C. R. Richards, DeLore Nichols,
V. L. Martineau, Hugh Hurst, W. J. Thayne, L. H. Rich, A. B. Call, A. E. Smith, M. P.
McKay, L. M. Price, W. F. Smith, R. R. Keetch, C. O. Stott, S. R. Boswell, C. A. Hymas,
L. C. Funk, E. Peterson, O. P. Madsen, and to L. M. Wilson, I. D. ZoBell, A. F. Bracken,
G. Whornham, J. W. Carlson, B. F. Hulme and J. H. Eagar, all of whom have helped in conducting field experiments herein reported in connection with a large number of farm ~
operators.
The work of collecting the data on many of these cooperative tests has been partly financed
by a fellowship granted by the Barrett Company, which also furnished ammonium sulphate
produced by the Columbia Steel Company plant near Provo. The Anaconda Copper Mining
Company, producers of treble-superphosphate, and the American Potash and Chemical Company, producers of potassium chlorid, have also aided by supplying free of charge as much
fertilizer as was needed. The support of these companies has been in no wise contingent upon
finding results favorable to their products. Other companies have also volunteered material,
but it was felt that these three were adequately representative of all standard fertilizers
readily available here.
lContribution from Department of Agronomy, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.
'Associate Agronomist, in Charge of Fertilizer Investigations.
3Graduate student; Fellow for Barrett Company.
Publication authorized by Director, November 10, 1931.
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crop may be suffering for lack of a different nutrient element. At about
this same time it was learned tha:t in the neighboring states of Colorado
and Idaho sugar-beets were giving a good response to phosphate fertilizer,
and though the first few trials with sugar-beets 'i n Utah all happened to be
negative it was soon found that many sugar-beet fields in Utah responded
to phosphorus fertilizer.

EXPERIMENTS THROUGHOUT THE STATE
OVER 200 EXPERIMENTS HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE
STATE.

In 1928 the Utah State Agricultural College, through its Experiment
Station and Extension Division, started a series of field tests of some of
the mor e common fertilizer materials on the more common crops. Some of
these tests were conducted on the various experimental farms under carefully controlled conditions, and in addition, with the aid of the county agricultural agents and volunteer farmer cooperators, a large number of simpler
field tests were started at scattering locations in various parts of the state.
Although it was realized that simple cooperative field tests were inadequate for making fin~ distinctions between different fertilizers or for careful
calculation of costs and profits, still in this pioneering phase of the work
it was considered that they were the most reliable means for quickly determining where fertilizers might be needed and what fertilizers might be
needed in commercial agriculture. In considering the results of these cooper ative tests only outstanding results were recorded as positive. It is possible that in many cases where "no effect" has been recorded, some of the
fertilized plats yielded slightly more than the unfertilized; but the difference
was no greater than would probably occur between two unfertilized plats,
and it was considered that in any case such small retur ns were probably
not economic. Only where the results were so obvious as to be instantly
distinguishable to the eye of different impartial observers or where the
yield figures show an obvious increase due to some one fertilizer are the
results recorded as positive. Naturally, many of the experiments had to be
discarded because of the soil proving to be uneven in productivity without
regard to the fertilizer added, or because it was impossible to get any estimate on the production of the different plats; but none has been omitted
where there was not an obvious reason why the results were not reliable.
This is an important point as there is a natural tendency to omit the negative results as being unreliable for some reason or other. Such omissions,
of cour se, tend to thr ow the fertilizer in a mOl'e favorable light.
The fertilizers used in these experiments were:
Ammonium sulphate (20% N) . . . at the rate of 200 pounds per acre
Treble-superphosphate (45% P20 3) at the rate of 250 pounds per acre
Potassium chlorid (61 % K 20) ~ .... at the rate of 120 pounds per acre
In other terms, there were 40 pounds (2 units 5 ) of N, 112 pounds (5.6
units) of P 2 0 ", and 74 pounds (3.7 units) of K~O per acre. The usual method
of application was to broadcast the fertilizer and harrow it in. In the case
of old alfalfa fields the fertilizer was broadcast, the field harrowed and
the fertilizer then taken into the soil with the irrigation water . In some
cases the fertilizer was applied to sugar-beets with the drill.
4K stands for " Ka lium:' t he Latin n a me for potassium . Potash is the oxide of potassium
( K~ O ) .

~' A

un it is 20 p ounds of a va ila ble plant -f ood material.
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In most cases these fertilizers were also tried in various combinations
of two or three materials, but usually there was no noticeable advantage
in the mixtures over the one material needed alone.
RESULTS OF FERTILIZER TRIALS
SUGAR-BEETS AND ALFALFA OFTEN RESPONDED TO PHOSPHORUS. LAWNS,
PASTURES, STRAWBERRIES, AND SMALL FRUIT AND TRUCK
CROPS OFTEN RESPONDED TO NITROGEN.

A brief statement of the results of these fertilizer trials is given in the
appendix. Table 1 gives a summary of these results for some of those crops
used most frequently. In general, it will be seen that alfalfa and sugarbeets are most responsive to phosphorus, while grass lawns and pastures,
Table 1.

Summarized results of field tests with ammonium sulphate, treblesuperphosphate and potassium chlorid.
Number Fields

Crop

Responding
to
Nitrogen

I

Sugar-beets
Alfalfa
Lawn or pasture ,
Strawberries
Potatoes .......
Onions . . . . . . . . ..
Wheat ... . ......
Barley .... . . .. . :1
Tomatoes . .. . . ..
.... .
Peas
....
Cabbage
Corn .... .. . . ' , , , I
,

"

"

,

,

"

'

'

I
I

I Responding
Not
Not
II Responding
II Responding I Responding
to
Phos~torus

to Nitrogen

to Phosphorns

Potash

[
4
016
12
4
3
6
2
6
0
1
3

I
I

I
I

I

28
44
0
1
13
8
3
6
5
5
1
2

\

I

I

24
48
1
0
4
2
5
6
4
1
1
2

14
36
8
6
12
7

\

1

3
4
7

5
1
1

II

1
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0

I
\

I

Not
Responding
to Potash

28
42
8
6
15
7

6
9
7

I

5
1
2

I

strawberries and other small fruits, and vegetables are more responsive
to nitrogen. Wheat frequently responds to both nitrogen and phosphorus
and occasionally to potash, separately or all together. The other results are
too scattering as a basis for general conclusions. Most of the positive results may be considered ·a'S '.quite conclusive but the negative results are not
necessarily so as there' is always the possibility that a lack of response may
be due to improper use of the material or to some other factor. For this
reason it is much mor~ difficult to prove that a certain soil will not respond
to a certain fertilizer than that it will.
Observations of the experiments brought out the fact that in some cases
where ammonium sulphate was applied to lawns it distinctly aided the bluegrass in competing with the dandelions. In beet fields that were badly
affected with late blight or root rot the phosphorus was often very effective
in lessening the severity of the attack. In those cases where the beets
responded to phosphorus the effect was usually most noticeable at about
thinning time in the much more advanced development of the fertilized
beets which were often ready to thin a week before the unfertilized beets
planted at the same time. The quality of strawberries seemed to be often
greatly improved by ammonium, sulphate but often the effect was noticed
only in the foliage the first year and in the fruit the s~~ond year. It was
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found to be possible to overfertilize such crops as cabbage or head lettuce
with ammonium sulphate causing too rank growth and broken heads. It
is probable that less ammonium sulphate and the use of some phosphate
would have corrected this. Similarly tomatoes with vines heavily stimulated by nitrogen might need phosphorus to bring them into bearing.
It was the original intention to prepare a map of the state showing the
regions which were most responsive and most unresponsive to the different
fertilizer materials, but the results have shown that there is often more
difference in response between closely adjacent fields than between widely
separated areas, so such a map prepared from data now available might
be misleading.
Areas of particularly notable response to phosphorus are in Washington
and Carbon Counties, but there are many tests in both counties in close
proximity to the positive tests that showed no response at all to phosphorus.

LABORATORY TESTS FOR SOIL FERTILITY
THE WINOGRADSKI TEST FOR NEED OF PHOSPHORUS AGREED WITH THE FIELD
RESULTS ABOUT THREE-FOURTHS OF THE TIME. OTHER LABORATORY
TESTS WERE OF LITTLE OR NO VALUE IN DETERMINING
NEED OF FERTILIZER.

Because of the wide variation in response to fertilizer from field to field,
which is probably due in part at least to the different past histories of the
fields in regard to cropping, manure, etc., there is need for a reliable laboratory soil test to indicate which soils will and which soils will not respond
to fertilizer treatment. Unfortunately, however, in spite of the many years '
work on this problem there still seems to be no test that is entirely adequate
It was long ago discovered that a complete chemical analysis of the soil did

Filrure I-A pasture, spotted like this, will usually respond to nitrogen fertilizers.
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not show whether or not it would respond to certain fertilizers because a
soil might contain a large quantity of certain nutrient elements but in a
form totally unavailable to the plants.
The most recent and promising of the soil tests are (1) the Neubauer,
(2) the Winogradski, and (3) the colorimetric test for water-soluble phosphorus. The Neubauer test is most widely used in Europe. It consists in
growing a large number of rye seedlings in a small quantity of soil diluted
with inert sand, and then in weighing and analyzing the rye seedlings to
determine the amount of the different plant-food nutrients that could be
extracted from the soil by the rye plants. This test is cumbersome, requiring at least three weeks' time and a large quantity of highly specialized
chemical apparatus. Because of the variability of the different rye plants
and of unavoidable differences in their surroundings, it is considered by
many European authorities to be not entirely reliable as an index as to the
absolute needs of the soil.
The Winogradski test, invented by S. Winogradski of the Pasteur Institute in Paris and adapted to this work by W. G. Sackett of the Colorado
Agricultural Experiment Station, consists in studying the spontaneous
growth of visible azotobacter colonies on the surface of plaques of soil to
which has been added some starch and which have been incubated under
conditions favorable for the growth of this species. These azotobacter are
extremely sensitive to a lack of available phosphorus or of lime in the soil;
consequently, if when phosphorus (or lime) is added to some of these soil
plaques there is a more vigorous growth of azotobacter than when there
was no phosphorus (or lime) added, it is assumed that crops would similarly respond to phosphorus (or lime). This seems to be usually so, but in
some cases the azotobacter respond on soils where the crops do not and vice
versa. In general, it seems that the azotobacter are rather more responsive
to phosphorus than most of our crops. This is not a good test for the need
of nitrogen or potash as the azotobacter get their nitrogen direct from the
air and are able to thrive with little potash. This test is being used commercially by some of the sugar factories of this state, which report quite a high
correlation between the Winogradski .test and subsequent field trials with
superphosphate. Table 2 shows the results of a few tests tried by us on the
same soils on which fertilizers were' aJso tried in the field.
Considering only those extreme t~sts (No. 0 where the azotobacter showed
no response to phosphorus and No. 4 where the azotobacter showed a very
outstanding response to phosphorus), there is about 70 per cent to 80 per
cent agreement between the test and the field response. The intermediate
tests give less agreement. It was noticed that in many cases where the
field response was just opposite to the test the soils were slightly alkali.

Table 2.

Relation of Winogradski soil test to field response to phosphorus
by sugar-beets, alfalfa, or wheat. No. 0 means no better growth
of azotobacter where phosphorus was added than where not. No.4
means no growth of azotobacter where phosphorus was not added
and a maximum growth where it was. Other numbers represent
intermediate degrees of difference.
Winogradski Test No.
1
0
1
2
3
4
No. fields responding to phosphorus ..... . . .. 1 3
5
4
19
No. fields failin to res ond to phosphorus
7
4
6
5
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The chemical test for water-soluble phosphorus in the soil is extremely
delicate and shows that the amount of phosphate immediately available for
the plants at anyone time is very slight indeed. This supply is constantly
diminished by the growing plants and more phosphorus is constantly being
made available by chemical or bacterial action so that the amount shown
by the test varies from time to time in the same soil. This affords an interesting means of stUdying the effects of manure, cultivation, cropping, etc.,
on the soil; but it is difficult to interpret anyone test as showing whether
or not the soil needs phosphorus fertilizer. The test for soluble nitrogen
is fully as variable.
Even a perfect soil test would have to be interpreted with good judgment,
as no fertilizer can grow good crops on shallow or stony soil, on dry soil,
on waterlogged soil, or on alkali soil even though the soil is also actually
deficient in available plant-food material. The fact that the crop yield on a
certain field is low is by no means a certain indication that fertilizers are
needed.
FIELD STRIP TEST THE BEST INDICATOR '
APPLYING FERTILIZERS IN NARROW STRIPS ACROSS A FIELD WILL SHOW WHICH
FERTILIZERS, IF ANY, GIVE A RESPONSE UNDER THOSE
PARTICULAR CONDITIONS.

At present a simple field test is the most reliable index as to whether or
not a certain field will respond to a certain fertilizer. This test usually requires a year's time but is otherwise quite inexpensive and is the most
reliable index of the needs of any particular field. This field test may be
made by applying the fertilizer in the same manner as it would be applied

Figure 2-A test strip fertilized with phosphorus in a

sugar~beet

field that needed it.
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to the whole field to a small strip about 1 or 2 yards wide by 100 yards long.
This requires about 5 or 10 pounds of fertilizer for an application of 200
pounds per acre. If the fertilizer produces a noticeable effect it will possibly
pay to apply it to the whole field or to all of it that seems to be similar
to the strips. If the effect is not noticeable, then it is at least questionable
whether it would pay to apply it to the whole field. Care must be taken to
see that the irrigation, cultivation, and other practices are the same on the
test strip as on the rest of the field and that the test strip is a fair sample
of the field (not a ridge or a depression, for example). Usually natural soil
variations occur in irregularly shaped patches or in broad belts and not in
long straight strips, so there should be no difficulty by confusing such a
test strip with some natural soil variation. Several different fertilizers
may be tested out at once in this way. In cases where one is quite confident
from neighborhood observations that fertilizer is needed and wishes to apply
it to the whole field immediately, it is still usually advisable to leave a
small test strip unfertilized to make sure if the anticipated returns were
received. Observations of many test plats indicate that on our soils the effect
of the fertilizer ends abruptly at the line to which it was applied and that
there is little horizontal movement of the material by irrigation water or
otherwise once the fertilizer is in contact with the soil.
A positive response to one of these field tests is always quite conclusive
and shows definitely that in that particular field and under such conditions
a similar response may be expected again; but a negative test (one where
there was no apparent respo~se) is never quite conclusive as it is always
possible that a different rate or method of application might have produced
a positive response. For this reason as heavy an application as would be
practicable in commercial use and the best possible method of application
should be used in. the test strips.

BARNYARD MANURE MAY REPLACE ANY FERTILIZER
CROPS WHICH RESPOND ONLY TO NITROGEN AND CROPS WHICH RESPOND ONLY
TO PHOSPHORUS MAY BOTH BE BENEFITED BY MANURE

Previous experiments have shown that barnyard manure may take the
place of either nitrogen or phosphorus fertilizer or both. On the Greenville
Experimental Farm the yield of alfalfa (which responds to phosphorus but
not to nitrogen) has been increased from 4.62 to 8.86 tons per acre by manure
and the yield of sugar-beets (which responds more often to phosphorus than
to nitrogen) has been increased from 5.93 to 23.14 tons per acre by manure.
It is well-known that bluegrass which responds to nitrogen and but seldom
to phosphorus also gives a good response to manure. Manure itself contains
considerable nitrogen and potash; but though it contains relatively little
phosphorus it would seem that the acids generated in its decomposition are
very active in making the phosphorus already in the soil available. This
is especially important on many of our soils which test quite high in total
phosphorus. Tests at the Greenville Experimental Farm at Logan have
often shown a greater increase in the available phosphorus in the soil after
adding manure than after adding phosphate fertilizer. Thus, a soil test
showing a need of phosphorus fertilizer may equally well be interpreted as
showing the need of manure.
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PART II-COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS: A GENERAL

DISCUSSION
FERTILIZER NAMES
FERTILIZERS SHOULD BE BOUGHT ONLY ON THE BASIS OF A STANDARD GUARANTEED ANALYSIS. THE COST PER POUND OF AVAILABLE PLANT-FOOD
DELIVERED ON THE FARM IS THE ONLY CRITERION OF PRICE.

There are many materials put on the market as fertilizers at a great
variety of prices; and it is necessary that the farmers should know something as to the composition of the material and his own particular needs
if he is to choose the right fertilizer and pay the right price.
All fertilizer should be bought on the basis of a guaranteed analysis and
no fertilizer should be bought which is not labeled with the name and address
of the producer and With a guaranteed analysis. There is no other way
(such as by looks, smell, taste, feel, or "heft") by which the value of a
fertilizer can be estimated except by a standard chemical analy sis, or in
the case of new and unusual materials, by extensive field trials. The ingredients which give a fertilizer commercial value are: (1) Nitrogen (N) , (2)
available phosphate (P20 5, sometimes called "phosphoric acid"), and (3)
available potash (K20). In standard parlance of the fertilizer trade, these
may be expressed by three numbers separated by dashes. Thus, 4-12--6
means that the fertilizer contains 4 per cent nitrogen (N), 12 per cent
available phosphate (P20 5), and 6 per cent available potash (K20); 0-45-(}
would indicate a fertilizer containing neither N nor K 20 but containing 45
per cent available P20 6. Nitrogen is so readily converted into the soluble
form that all combined forms of nitrogen are considered available. The.
amount of available phosphate and potash should be determined by the official methods of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists which use
a standard solvent that has been found to agree closely with field availability. According to these methods raw rock phosphate (sometimes called
"floats" when finely pulverized) is not available and may not be listed a
available phosphate.
On the wholesale market, fertilizer is sold by the "unit," a unit being 1
per cent of a ton (20 pounds) of N, P 20 5, or K20. The value per unit is.
determined by the supply available and the demand. If the values are:
N
$4.00 per unit
P205 =
.60 per unit
K 20 =
.60 per unit

=

then a 4-12-6 fertilizer would be worth 4X$4 + 12X.60+6 X .60= $26. ()
per ton (plus cost of mixing); a 0-45--0 fertilizer would be worth 45 X .60=
$27 per ton. These are representative seaboard wholesale values of bulk
fertilizer. In bags delivered inland the retail price is likely to be considerably higher.
A high-test fertilizer costing more per ton may cost more or less per unit
than a low-test fertilizer selling for less. The cost per unit or per p ound
of available plant-food material delivered on the far m is the only ultimate
criterion of price. Usually low-test fertilizers are cheaper near where they
are produced, while high-test fertilizers of which a smaller weight need be
shipped are cheaper where freight is a major item of cost.
In a general way, nitrogen in fertilizers promotes the growth of leaves and
the vegetative parts of the plant, phosphor us of the roots and seeds, and
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potassium gives stiffer stems and aids in starch and . sugar formation.
Nitrogen and potash tend to retard the maturity of the plants, an effect
which may be counterbalanced by phosphorus which usually hastens maturity. However, when only one of these nutrient elements is distinctly
lacking to the plants (as seems to be often the case in our arid soils) , then
the addition of that element or the making more of it available (as by
manure) will stimulate the growth and vigor of the entire plant and may
retard too early ripening.
In addition to these three elements a fertilizer may of course contain
other materials of possible value such as organic matter or raw rock phos phate (which has a low commercial value in comparison with soluble P 20 5) ,
etc., which may be stated on the label, but the experience of thousands of
farmers in all districts where fertilizers are used is that the relative value
of commercial fertilizers is best expressed by this standard method. Fertilizers containing organic materials such as fish scrap, tankage, etc., often
sell much higher per unit than inorganic materials because of the known
value of organic matter to a soil. Usually, considering the extra cost of the
fertilizer, freight, and the small quantities added, this organic matter comes
so high that it is cheaper for the commercial farmer to produce his own
organic matter in the form of barnyard manure or green manure (a growing crop plowed under) than to buy it, unless the material is a waste product
produced close at hand. This does not apply to intensive truck or greenhouse
crops, flower beds, large estates and country clubs, or places where fertilizer
cost is a minol· item.

CLASSES OF FERTILIZERS
"SEPARATE MATERIALS" AND "NATURAL" OR "WASTE PRODUCTS" ARE IfEST
ADAPTED FOR FIRST EXPERIMENTS WITH FERTILIZERS.

The fertilizers on the market may be classified as (1) "separate materials" containing only one of the three most important nutrient elements
(N, P 20 5, or K20), (2) "mixed goods" (containing two or more), (3) "complete fertilizers" (containing N, P 20 5, and K20, all three), and (4) "natural"
or "waste products." Each of these has its proper place on the market, but
because of lack of knowledge in regard to the response of our soils to the
different materials it is probably wiser at present in Utah to use mostly
the separate materials and such natural or waste products as are produced
locally and can consequently be purchased more reasonably. If a man tries
out each of the nutrient elements separately on his field, then he knows
which gives a response; whereas if he tries a complete fertilizer he is never
sure but what the same result could have been secur ed more cheaply with
only one of the constituents of the mixture. Dealers often prefer to sell
" mixed goods" which may sell at a high pr ice per unit because of some
assumed particular advantage of some special mixtur e, but these advantages
are usually difficult to establish.
The complete fer tilizer is mor e or less of a shotgun charge, which, if
used in sufficient quantities, should get r esults if anything will; and for
this reason it may well be used on intensive cr ops or where fertilizer cost is
of relatively little consequence as on golf courses and on large estates. It
is usually more expensive per unit of plant-food material and may involve
a great deal of waste in commercial agr iculture.

12
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In the humid sections of the country the supply of all plant-food materials
is likely to be low and it often happens that adding only one nutrient element
may throw the soil out of balance and thus create a need for another one or
two. In such cases complete fertilizers are needed, and the best formula
to properly balance up any particular soil for each particular crop is a problem requiring careful stUdy. Recent preliminary studies on our arid soils
indicate that as a rule our soils respond to only one nutrient element for
each crop; consequently the addition of the others may be needless waste
of money.
The physical condition or "drillability" of the fertilizer is another important point to consider in making a purchase. A fertilizer which absorbs
moisture from the air and gets sticky or one which is already rather moist
and "cakes" on drying or standing in a pile is unsatisfactory as it is difficult to apply effectively and it may have to be crushed and rescreened
before using.

SOIL AMENDMENTS-LIME, GYPSUM, ETC.
THERE SEEMS TO BE LITTLE NEED FOR LIME ON UTAH SOILS.

Besides the regular fertilizers containing the three most needed nutrients,
N, P205, and K20, there are other materials for sale for use on soils primarily
as amendments.
Lime is the most common soil amendment the world over. All soils in a
humid climate tend to become acid, and lime is the only common material
which will neutralize this acidity and at the same time improve the tilth
of the soil. On the other hand, soils in an arid climate tend to become basic
in reaction which is just the opposite of acidic, and lime tends to accumulate
in them rather than to leach away; so that seldom will an arid soil be found
that needs lime. Black alkali soils or extremely tough impervious soils of
the arid region may often be improved physically by the additi~n of gpysum
(calcium sulphate), sometimes known as land plaster, or by plain sulphur,
both of which materials are on the market as soil amendments; but these
materials are exactly opposite in their effects on soil reaction from lime.
Sulphur in the form of elemental sulphur or gypsum is also used as a necessary nutrient element or fertilizer on some soils that are deficient in that
element, especially for high-yielding leguminous crops such as alfalfa. Sulphur is used as a soil amendment mostly in the extreme southwestern
states and as a fertilizer in the northwestern states. A small amount of
sulphur as a soil stimulant or fertilizer is used in the eastern states. Apparently, a need for sulphur in Utah soils has not yet been discovered.

FERTILIZER LAWS OR REGULATIONS
A LAW REGULATING THE LABELING AND SELLING OF FERTILIZERS PROTECTS
BOTH FARMERS AND DEALERS.

Nearly all of those states, in which the sale of fertilizer is a business of
appreciable importance, have laws or regulations governing the sale of fertilizer materials. These serve to protect the farmer and the honest, intelligent fertilizer dealer from the ignorant or unscrupulous dealer who by
selling material of low or of doubtful value under an indefinite label may not
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only exploit the farmer but also hurt the business of'the reputable fertilizer
dealer. Such fertilizer regulations usually require that all fertilizer producers register their brands in the state and that every lot of fertilizer
sold shall bear a label giving the name and address of the producers and a
guaranteed analysis stating the percentage of nitrogen (N), soluble phosphate (P20 5), and soluble potash (K20) in the form heretofore explained.
Any other special features of the fertilizer may of course be listed on the
label. To properly enforce such a regulation it is necessary to establish a
state laboratory for the analysis of fertilizers and to have an inspector
whose business it is to take random samples from the fertilizer offered for
sale in the state and to publish the results of such analyses. A registration
fee is charged and these fees may almost wholly support the expenses of
the office, but usually a state appropriation is required.
The inspector publishes at regular intervals the results of his analyses
calling attention by bold-faced type or otherwise to those materials that
were not up to standard. He also requires the materials to be properly
relabeled before they can be sold.

RAW ROCK PHOSPHATE
THE VALUE OF RAW ROCK PHOSPHATE ON ARID SOILS HAS NOT YET BEEN
ESTABLISHED.

The question as to the fertilizer value of finely ground raw rock phosphate
(sometimes called "floats") has been debated at great length. There seems
to be no doubt that good results have been obtained in some cases, especially in Illinois and some eastern states, from the use of raw rock phosphate
usually in connection with manure or some form of organic matter which
by decaying will generate acids, making the phosphorus available by the
same process as used in the superphosphate factories. In the days when
nearly all the superphosphate available tested from 16 to 20 per cent P 20 5
(available) and raw rock could he secured which tested from 30 to 40 per
cent P 20 S (unavailable), many advocated the use of raw rock phosphate on
the grounds that it contained twice as much total phosphorus and could be
obtained much more cheaply. Now that treble-superphosphate can be secured at 45 per cent P20S (available), this argument has not so much weight.
When the raw rock is used it is usually applied in tremendously heavy applications once in a 4- or 5-year rotation in connection with manure or green
manure. The theory is that after several years of such treatment the total
phosphorus content of the soil will be so increased that the natural soil
processes will make sufficient phosphorus available for the plants. Whether
this would happen in the case of our arid soils which are relatively basic
rather than acidic in reaction has not been established. It is known that
many of our soils that respond to phosphate fertilizer are relatively rich in
total phosphorus, having been formed in part from the raw phosphate rock
itself which is quite abundant in certain parts of Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming. a The few preliminary tests already conducted with raw rock phosphate on soil known to be responsive to superphosphate have not as yet
shown any returns.
6Low-grade phosphate rock (50% Ca3PO.,) occurs in northern Utah and Idaho below the Madison limestone in the Mississippian formation; high-grade phosphate rock (70 to 80'%
CasPO,-33 to 35% P~5) occurs in the Permian.
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METHOD OF APPLICATION
FERTILIZERS ARE MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN PLACED DEEP AND CLOSE TO THE
SEED.

The proper method of applying the fertilizer is a matter deserving careful
consideration. In the humid sections of the country it has been customary
to scatter the fertilizer on the surface of the soil and allow the percolating
water to take it down to the plant roots. Care is exercised not to apply too
much soluble material at once lest it be entirely removed and lost by deep
percolation. These principles do not apply to arid soils except in the case
of excessive irrigation. In an arid climate the soil moisture moves upward
by evaporation and capillarity for a larger portion of the time than its moves
downward, so the fertilizer tends to move toward the surface. Tests at the
Greenville Experimental Fann have shown that this actually happens. For
this reason it is important to get the fertilizer well down into the feeding
zone of the plant roots as soon as possible. Where the soil is undisturbed,
as in old meadows or pastures, this may be accomplished by putting the
fertilizer in the corrugations (or on the surface if the land is flooded) and
carrying it into the soil with irrigation water. There seems to be little
tendency for the fertilizer to be floated off down the ditch once it comes
in contact with the soil. During the preparation of a seedbed, fertilizer
may either be drilled in with a fertilizer drill or broadcast on the surface
and worked in with a disc or a harrow as deeply as possible. For row crops
it is usually advisable to drill the fertilizer in the rows close to the seed but
not much in direct contact with the seed as this may make it too strong; it
may kill the seed or check the germination.
In the case of phosphorus on sugar-beets it is especially important that
the material be close to the seed, as a large part of the benefit derived is
from the earlier germination and more vigorous early growth of the plants.
Often, on soil needing phosphorus, the fertilized beets are ready to thin a
week or ten days before those not fertilized and this advantage stays with
them throughout the season. For this reason it is important that the material be placed close to the seed. Recent experiments indicate 1 that the ideal
arrangement is to place the fer tilizer a little below the seed in the row and
well mixed with and distributed through the soil. There is need for an im proved fertilizer attachment to the !:>eet drill to accomplish this distribution
of the material.
The rate of application, of course, varies with the need of the soil, the
nature of the material, and the crop itself, as well as other factors. For
the first t r ial it might be suggested that fertilizer be applied at the foll owing rate for each acre:
P 20 5 .............
.........................
5 units
(Equivalent to about 200 lbs. t r eble-super phosphate at 45 % P20 5)
Nitrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
................
2 units
(Equivalent to about 200 lbs. ammonium sulphate at 20 % N)
Potash (usually in connection with the other s) ... . . . .. .... 3 units
(Equivalent to about 100 lbs. potassium chlorid at 60 % K20)
Heavier applications might be used for intensive crops, care being taken
not to get too much of the material in direct contact with the seed. Where
heavier applications are made, especially of nitr ogen, it has often been found
7Unpublished thesis for master's degree, by Clarence Burnham, July, 1931, Utah State Agricultural College.
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advisable to distribute the material in several applications throughout the
season rather than all at once.
In applying nitrogenous fertilizers to lawns or flower beds use only about
5 to 10 pounds of material testing 20 per cent nitrogen for each 1000
square feet. A heavier application may burn the grass but more may be
applied later in the season.

RESIDUAL EFFECT
THE EFFECT OF FERTILIZERS MAY OFTEN BE NOTED FOR SEVERAL YEARS.

In the discussion thus far it has been assumed that the effects of the
fertilizer were reflected only in the crop to which it was applied but numerous experiments have shown that the effect of a generous application of
fertilizer may persist for four or more years after the application was
made. This has been particularly noticeable with phosphorus on alfalfa
and sugar-beets and still more so with barnyard manure. In working out
a farm plan involving the use of fertilizers provision should be made to
take full advantage of this residual effect.

EFFECT ON QUALITY OF CROP
FERTILIZERS MAY ALSO IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND FEEDING VALUE OF THE
CROP.

In addition to increasing the yield, fertilizers may also have an important
effect on the quality of the crop. Some experiments have shown that phosphate may increase both the protein and phosphorus content of alfalfa hay,
thus increasing its value per ton as a feed. There are indications that this
may be highly important in some districts. In some districts of Colorado,
where excessive manuring of sugar-beets appears to lower the sugar content
somewhat, it has also been found possible by the use of some phosphorus
and less manure to maintain both yield and sugar content.

FERTILIZE LAND OF GOOD POSSIBILITIES
POOR LAND MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PAY FOR THE FERTILIZER.

The most economic place to use commercial fertilizer seems to be not as a
rule on those soils of lowest productivity which usually have several defects
and cannot be made to produce at a profit with any quantity of fertilizer
but rather on those soils that are potentially productive though they have
become somewhat exhausted of plant-food but which can be made highly
productive with the addition of plant-food. Since fertilizers represent a cash
outlay they must be used only where they will bring in a cash return, which
occurs only where a relatively high yield of marketable crops can be produced.
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SUMMARY
1. In a series of over 200 field tests it has been observed that in some
cases commercial fertilizers produced a very large increase in the yield
of the crops, while in other cases there was no increase at all.
2. The most frequent responses have been to phosphorus on sugar-beets
and alfalfa and to nitrogen on grass lawns and pastures, on strawberries
and other small fruits, and on some truck crops.
3. The response to fertilizers varies so much from field to field, depending apparently on their past history, that results in one field will not necessarily apply to another.
4. The present methods of testing soils in the laboratory to determine
fertilizer needs are incomplete and only partially satisfactory. Properly
interpreted, they help in deciding whether or not to apply fertilizers.
5. A small field test is the most certain method to determine whether
or not a particular field will respond to fertilizer and to what particular
fertilizer it will respond.
6. Usually livestock manure properly handled is fully as effective as
commercial fertilizer, often more so. Therefore, commercial fertilizers
should supplement barnyard manure rather than take its place.
7. Commercial fertilizers should be bought only on the basis of a guaranteed chemical analysis made and expressed in the standard way. Only in
this way can the relative value of different fertilizers at different prices
be compared. Many state laws require fertilizers to be labeled with a standard guaranteed analysis.
8. It is better at first to tryout the separate fertilizer materials one at
a time; then if a distinct response is shown to a particular one the others
may be tried in connection with it.
9. Of the common soil amendments, lime apparently is seldom needed
on Utah soils. Sulphur or gypsum might be occasionally needed to correct
an impervious condition or may be used as a plant-food, but such a situation
has not yet been encountered. The soils of southern and eastern Utah are
especially rich in sulphate, while the soils of north-central Utah are especially rich in lime.
10. Raw rock phosphate finely ground and in heavy application associated with organic matter has occasionally proved to be a good fertilizer
on the acid soils of the East, but no benefit from its use has as yet been
observed on our basic soils. It should be used only in an experimental way
at first.
11. In an arid climate it is important to get the fertilizer well down
into the soil. For crops like sugar-beets where the early stimulation is an
important part of the response it should be placed close to, but not in
direct contact with, the seed. There seems to be little danger of fertilizer
being washed from the soil by ordinary irrigation.
12. In many cases the beneficial effects of fertilizers may last for several
years. This is especially true of phosphorus and manure.
13. In addition to increasing the crop yields, fertilizer may also increase
the quality or feeding value of the crop.
14. Since commercial fertilizer represents a cash outlay, its commercial
use is restricted to those lands and crops that will, with the addition of
fertilizer, produce an appreciable cash income.

(College Series No. 331)
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= yield with
= yield with

N
P
K

= yield with
Yields are

EXP'
No. IYear I

List of field experiments with results of each.
200 pounds ammonium sulphate (2 units N) per acre.
C yield without fertilizer.
200 pounds treble-superphosphate (5.6 units P~ O) per acre.
M = yield with barnyard manur e.
120 pounds potassium chlorid (3.7 units K20) per acre.
NP
yield with both Nand P, etc.
given in bushels per acre, tons per acre and various units but each set of figur es is in the same units.

Crop

=
=

Location

Cooperat.)r

Results

Observations

N. S . Johnson .. .. . .
Hyer ... . ... . . . .. . . .
Blanchard ..... .. ' "
L. Hillyard .. . . . . . .. .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station.
Experiment Station . .
Experime nt Sta tion . .
Expe'dmcnt SLatio!l . .
Expcriwent Station .
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station ..
E x periment Station .
Experiment Station.
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station .
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station.

NP21.0- PI8.0- CI9.6- N14.9- PK15.8- P14.0 .
N16.7- CI5.5- P14.8- NPKI5.3- NP14.3 ... . . ... . . . .
N23- C25- P22- K18- C20 .. . . . . ... .... .. .. . .. . ..... .
N27- C31- P23- K29- C33- NPK32- C34- M32 . ...... .
N6.9- P7.7- K6.5- NP9.6- NPK9.5- C6.8- M7.9 . " . . .
N185- P159- K135- NP159- NPKI58- CI39- M146 ... .
N33.3- P29.1- K27.7- NP32.7- NPK30. 8- C25 .9- M31.3
N46.6- P42.1- K45.5- NP57.7- NPK41.3- C41.0- M45.5 .
C4.8- N4.9- C4.4- K4.5- C4.5- P6.0- C3.2 .
NP9.4- NK9.2- PK8.9- C7.2- M10.8 ...... . ...... .
N372- P377- K322- NP367- NPK403- C334- M437 .. .
N37.2- P28.2- K21.3- NP41.0- NPK32.2- C26.0- M30.9
N57.9- P42.5- K41.5- NP39.3- NPK61.1- C36.3- M46.5
N6.1- P7.7- K6.4- NP5.9- NPK5.8- C6.4- M7 .0 .
. .. .
C6.2- N5.7- C6.0- K4.9- C5.9- P8.1- C4.0.
N23.5- P20.8- K19.0- NP21.4- NPK24.3- C18.7- M27.1.
N478- P505- K482- NP438- NPK371- C481- M571 .
N6.1- P6.9- K7.7- NP6.3- NPK7.1- C6.4- M7.0 ....... .
N53.8- P36.7- K33.0- NP56.2- NPK57A- C29.1- M57.9 .
N54.9- P59.5- K30.8- NP63.8- NPK70A- C41.9- M71.6 .
C4.6- N4A- C4.0- K3.9- C3.9- P5.2- C3.0 .....
NI.9- P5A- Kl.1- NP4.8- NPK7.6- C2.0- M9.8 ..
N181- P201- K207- NP266- NPK226- CI 82- M19 4 .
N22.7- NP26.2- NPK26.8- C21.2- M29.2 . . . . ... . . .. . . .
N80.2- P79.5- K76.1- NP82.5- NPK91.0- C74.6- M83.9 .
N8.2- P6.6- K6.3- NP9.3- NPK7.1- C7.7- M7.6 .
C1.0- P1.8- CO.8 ... . ................... .. .. . ..... .
NI.I- NPK5.6- C1.2- NPK+P11. 4 . . .. .

No notable effect
No notable effect
No notable effect
No notable effect
Response to M and P
Response to P and N
Resp onse to N , M and P
No notable effect
Response to P
Response to M, N a nd P
Response to M, P and N
R esponse to N , M and P
Response to N, M and P
No notable effect
Notable response to P
Response to N , M and P
No notable effect
No notable effect
R es pon se to M, N, P , K
Resp onse to N , M and P
Nota ble r esponse to P
Notable response to M, P
No not able ef fect
Res ponse t o M a nd N
No notable effect
No notable effect
Notable resp onse to P
Notable response to P
(blight)
Response to P a nd N
Response to N

o
~

Ul

~j

o

Z

Cache County
Lewiston . . . .. . .. . . .
Lewiston . .. . ...... .
Smithfield . ....... . .
Smithfield ... . .... . .
Logan .. .. . . . . .. .. . .
Log an ....... . .. . .. .
Log an . .. . ... .. .. . . .

Ul

I
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
194
195
196
197
198
24

1980
1930
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1929

Sugar-beets ..... .
Wheat . . ...... . .
Peas .. . . .. ..... .
Peas ... . . ..... .
Sugar-beets .... . .
Potatoes ....... .
Wheat ......... .
Barley ......... .
Alfalfa .... . .... .
Sugar-beets . . .
Potatoes . ...... .
Wheat ... . .. . .. .
Barley . . ....... .
Alfalfa . . .
Alfalfa . ...... . . .
Sugar-beets .
Potatoes .
Alfalfa . ....... . .
Wheat ... . ..... .
Barley . .. . . . ... .
Alfalfa ...... . .. .
Sugar-beets .
Potatoes . . .
Wheat . . . .
Barley . . . .... . . .
Alfalfa .. .. .
Alfalfa ... . . . .. . .
Sugar-beets ..... .

25
26
28

1930
1930
1929

Experiment Station . '1 N86- NPK93- PK100- C84 ........ . . . .. . .
Corn ....... .. . " 1 Log an .
Cabbage . . . . . . . . . Logan ... . . ... ..... . Experiment Station . . NIO.9- NPK9.7- C7.2 . ..... ... . ... . . . .. . . . . .
Experiment Station . . C5.9- NPIO.2- C9.2- NPKIO.3- C8.9- N7.7- CIO.ISugar-beets .... , Logan .
NPI2.2- C8.5 . .. . .. ..... . ... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . Response to P

t~!:~ : :::::::::::::

Logan . .... . .. . . .. . .
Logan .... . ........ .
Logan . .. . . ....... . .
Log an . . . . .. . . .. . .
Logan . . ....... . . .
Logan ..
Logan .... . .... . . . .
Logan ... . .... . .... .
Logan ...... . ..... .
Logan ... .... ...... .
Logan . .. . .... . .. . .
Logan . . ..... . . ... .
Logan .. . .. . .... ... .
Log an ......... .. .. .
Log an ..... . . . ... .
Logan .... . . ....... .
Log an .... . . . . .. .. . .
Logan .. . ..... . .... .
Logan . ............ .

Note : Incomplete reference t o names of cooperators is unavoidable since it w as not always possible t o obtain this information.
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APPENDIX-Continued
Exp·1 Year
No.

Crop

Location

Cooperator

Sugar-beets ......
Sugar-beets .....
Potatoes . . ......
Oats .... .. .. ... .
Lawn ......... . .
Lawn ...........
Lawn ....... ....
Lawn ... .. .... . .
Pasture .........

Logan ........ . . . ...
Logan ..............
Logan ... ... ..... . ..
Logan . . ... . .. . . . ...
Logan ............. .
Logan ...... . .... . ..
Logan ...... .... .. . .
Logan . . .... . . . ... . .
Logan .... . ........ .

Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station . .
Experiment Station ..
V. H. Tingey ........
G. B. Caine ........ .
Experiment Station .

Pasture . ... ... ..
Pasture .. . . .....
35
1928
Alfalfa
.. .. ... .. .
'41
36 1929 Alfalfa ........ . .
232 1926-7 Alfalfa ...... ....

Logan . . .. ... . ......
Logan ... . ...... . .. .
Logan ........ : .... .
Logan .......... .. . .
Logan .. . . . . . . . . ....

Experiment Station ..
Experiment Station ..
J. H. Schenk ....... .
J. H. Schenk .. . .....
Experiment Station . .

29
30
199
200
31
229
230
231
32

1929
1930
1981
1931
1930
1929
1930
1931
1929

33 I 1930

'93'

23311926-7 Lawn . ...... .... Logan .... . ..... .. .. Experiment Station ..
238

"1
34

88

239
235
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
242
46
47
48
49

1981

Sweet corn .

Logan ... ....... .. . . Experiment Station ..

Results

06.0- N7.'- 07.0- NPKl1.0- 07.7- N5.'- 07.5- NPKll.21
C8.3- PK15.5- N4.3- P14.6- NPK17.6 ...... . . .... .. . .
C473- N482- NPK527- PK567 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
C88- N92- P87- NP92- PK98- NPK88. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N8.1- C4.8 ...... . .............. . ...... . ..... . .....
Notable response to N (by observation)
Notable response to N (by observation )
Notable response to N (by observation )
Notable response to N (by observation)
Fertilized strip grazed first
Notable response to N (by observation)
N4.2- C3.9 (Thesis of N . Washburn ) . . .
. ... . . . . ..
N86- C42- P38- K46- C44- NPK39 .. . . . . .. .. ..... . . ..
N6.6- C5.7- P6.8- K6.5- C6.8- NPK7.0- P6.4 .
Notable response to P (by observation ) (Not to
NorK)
Notable response to N (by observation ) (Not to
P or K)
C78.8- NPK39.2- N51.4- C39.2- NP32.7- PI03.2 .

o bservations
Rospon,. to ",mpl.t.
Response to P
No notable response
No notable effect
Notable response to N

Response to N
No notable effect
No notable effect

to

c::t"'
t"'

~

Response to P

Box Elder County
'9 0 Sugar-beets .. .. . Bear River City . . . . . M. Mortensen ...... . P28.7- NP81.4 (Response to P on observation )
1928- Apples .. . ..... . . Bear River City . . ... M. Mortensen .. . ... . No notable effect (by observation and measures of
twig growth)
1930
Sugar-beets . .... Bear River City .. . .. U. I. Sugar Co . ... ... C12.4- M14.8- lhP12.1- P16.7- PM18.6- NP11.51980
'
(Response P observation)
NM18.5- NPMll.6 (doubtful) ... . . ..
1931 Sugar-beets .. . .. Bear River City ..... U. I. Sugar Co . .. . .. P17.2- NP16.3- M16.3
No notable effect
1930 Sugar-beets ...... Bear River City .. . .. U. I. Sugar Co .. ..... PM13.0- Pll.2- NP10.8- N7.8- C8.9 . ..
Notable response K,P ,N
1929 Wheat .......... Honeyville .......... J. Rasmussen .. . .. . . N42.6- C39.1- NPK64.7- C37.0- K52.9- P49 .6 ... .
Slight response P
1930 Sugar-beets ..... ' Corinne ............ . U. I. Sugar Co. .... . . C5.4- P6.9- NP6.1- P6.4- C4.3 (slightly alkali) .. .
1928 Wheat . . ...... .. Brigham . .. ......... J. H. Bott . . ........ . No notable effect (observation)
1928-9 Peaches ... . ..... Brigham . ........ . .. R. Olsen ... . ........ No notable effect (observation)
1929 Onions . .... ..... Brigham ..... .. .. . .. N. Madsen ....... ... N26.6- C24.1- NPK26.8
1930 Strawberries .... Brigham .. . .... . .. . . P. Jeppson . ... ... . .. N487- C552 Marked improvement in color and growth
of plants with N
1980 Raspberries . . ... Brigham ... . ........ P. Jeppson . ...... .. . . PK66- C70- NPK62 New cane growth stimulated
by NPK
1930 Strawberries .... Harper Ward .... . .. Bp. yates .... .. . . ... N490- C517- NPK517- Marked stimulation of growth
by Nand NPK
1928-9 Tomatoes and
Cantaloupes ... Willard .... . . . .... .. J. A. Ward .. . ... .... No notable effect (observation)
1928 Potatoes . .. . .. . . Willard ......... . ... E. Lemon .. . . ....... N695- P550- K500- NPK600- C605 . . .... ... .. ... ... .. / Some response to N
1929 Potatoes .. . . .. . . Willard . .... .... .. .. E. Lowe . .. ....... . . C369- N878- P371- C359- K885- NPK403- M893 . . . . .. No notable response
1980 Potatoes ........ ' Willard . . .... ..... . . E. Lowe . .. .... .. ... C203- NPK22,7 - P218- C225- N221- NP221. . . . . . . . .. .. No notable response
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Year

Crop

50

1981

Strawberries ....

51

1981

No.

Location

I Brigham ......... .

Cooperator

Results

P. Jeppson .. . .

Strawberries .. " 1 Brigham ...... .

C. R. Perry ........ .

203 1931
236 1980-1

Peaches . . . . . . . . . Brig ham ..... . .
Lawn . . ... . .... , Brigham . . .... .

J. Christensen ..... .
W. C. Burnham .

22311980
52 1980
53 1980
54 1928

Weber County
Sugar-beets . .... 1 Nort h Brigham . .. .. 1 u. 1. Suga r Co . ..... .
Alfalfa ......... . Far West .. ......... E . J. Davis .. . ..... . .
Alfalfa . . . . . . . . . . Plain City . . . . . . . . .. F. Stewart ......... .
Sugar-beets . . . .. Harrisville. . . .. ..... E . P. Larson .... . . . .

55 11928
5611980
57 1928
201 1931
205 1931
206 \1981
58
59
60
61
61
62
63
64
65

1928
1929
1928
1928
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930

66 1 1929
67 1930
68 I 1928
69 \ 1929
70 I 1929

Mor~an County
Morgan ... . ....... . .
Morgan ... . ....... . .
Morgan ..... . ...... .
Morgan . .......... .
Morgan ..... . ...... .
Morgan ... ......... .
Morgan ........... .
Morgan ...... ... .. . .
Morgan .. .. ....... .. .

J. Peterson .. .. .. . . .
J. Peterson ........ .
H. Francis . ........ .
A. R. Turner ... .... .
A. R. Turner ... . ... .
G. A. Rich . . . .... .
J. D. Cazier . ... .. .
C. R. Richards . . .
Clark Bros . ...... .

otxI

N 483- C552- Ma r ked s timulation of g r owth of p lants
by N
N 498- C441- Ma r ked improvement in color a n d g rowth
of plants
No notable effect (obser vation )
Notable improvement in color a nd g r owth of lawn
(obse r vation )

CI2.4- MI 5.2- PI5. 8- MP I4.0- 1f2MP I 3.1- 1f2MNI3.5 ..
C69- P 1.59- N P K1.67 (data 1st crop only) ..... . .... .
P1.68- C1.0 5- (data 2d crop only) .... . ............ . .
NI6.1- CI6 .1- PI6.9- Cl7.0- NI5.0- CI4.2- KI 4.3Cl4.8- NPKI6.7- CI7.2- A slig h t difference in
appea ran ce of P beets a t thinning t ime
Alfalfa .
Huntsville .. . . ... .. . l C. Engstrom .
C3.5- K3.6- P3.7- C3. 8- N3.7- C3. 3- NPK3.2- M3.5C3.6 . . .. . ....... ... ......... . ...... . .. .. ....... .
Ma rked improvement in color and growth of vines
Strawberries.
1 Sout h Og den .
with N (observation)
Onions. . .
Roy . .. .. ... . ... ... . B. G. Bybee ....... . . C139- N156- Cl50- K1 56- Cl30- P 138- N P K I 34- C124
Tomatoes .
. .. , Roy . ... .. . ....... . . A. Hunter .... . .. . . . No notable effect N or P (obser vation ) . . . . . .. .
Barley ...
Far West . . .
E. J. Davis .. . .. ... . . C31- P (residues f rom las t year) 72- N otable r esponse
to P app lication of last yea r
Alfalfa ........ . .1 Far West .. . .. .. ... . 1 E. J. Davis ........ . C2.0- P3.2 . .. . . .. . ...... .

Peas .... . ... .. . .
Peas .... .
Sugar-beets ..
Alfalfa ..
Alfalfa ..
Potatoes .
Alfalfa ..
Cabbage . ....... .
Onions ....... . . .

Obser vations

Ul

~

>
j

o
Response to M and P
Respon se t o P
Res ponse to P

Ul

o

Z

>--,3

tI:
No notable effect

t'J

q
Ul

Some response to a ll

Notable response to P

N o notable effect
N28- C27- K23- P24- NPK26 .
N19- K15- P17- NPK-17- C18 . .. ......... . . .... .
No notable effect
Slig h t response to P
NI 4.4- KI4.0- PI5 .0- CI4.8- NPKI6.5 ...... .
Slig ht response to P
N1.42- K1.83- P1. 94- N P K1. 98- C1.80 .... .
N o n otable effect
N3.9- K4.8- P4.9- NPK5.0- C4.6 ...... . .... . .... . .
N o n ot able effect
N323- P316- K329- M339- NPK335- C331 .. .
N3.8- P3.9- NP3.8- NPK3.8- C3.8.
. . ... . ........ . No notable effect
No notable effect
NI6.1- PI6.6- NPI6.0- NPKI6.4- M16.4
NI2.8- PI2.8- NPI3.1- NPKI 2.7- MI2.9 ...

Davis County
Tomatoes .. .
Syracuse .. . . . . . ... .. , J. Holbrook ... . ....
No notable effect (observation)
Response to N
Tomatoes . .... .. . Syracuse . . . . . . . . . . .. J. Holbrook ..... .. . , C210- N361- NPK329- C310- NP432- PK319- C343 ..
Onions ......... . Woods Cross . . . . . . .. Bp. Weiniger ... . . . .. K1378- C12 94- P1209- CI092- N788- C647- NPK647C675 ....... .... . . ......... . ....... . . ... .. . .... . No notable effect
KI02- P155- N117- Cl03- NPK90- Sulphur 96 ..... .. . N o n otable r esponse
Onions . . ........ \ Woods Cross ..... . .. , Bp. Weiniger . . .
Cucumber and
.
Improved color and growth of vines with N
Cantaloupe .... Bountiful .. ..... .... 1. Burningham .
(observation) . .. ... . . . ... . .. ..... . ..... . ... . .... 1 No not able effect on yield

'j
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t'J

o"%j
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APPENDIX-Continued

~:" I Year I
324
71
71

1930
1929
1930

Crop
Dewberries .
Cherries . .
Cherries.

191 1931 Rhubarb .. . . . .
192 1931 Bunch onions .
202 1931 Onions ......... .
204 1931 Tomatoes ....... .
207 1931 Strawberries .
225 1980-1 Peaches .

I

74

1929 Alfalfa .
1928- Apples .
1930
1928 Tomatoes.

75

1929

72
78

76 I 1930

I

'1930
930

78
79 1928
"80 1 1929
81 1930
208 , 1931
228 1981

I
I

82 1 1930
88 1930

I
85,'980

Tomatoes .
Potatoes . ...
Lettuce .. . ..
Tomatoes .
Potatoes .
Potatoes.
Cabbage ....
Cherries, peaches
Potatoes .

I Wheat
...
Alfalfa . .

Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .
Wheat .... . . .
86 1928 Sugar-beets . ..
87 1929 Sugar-beets .
88 1928-9 Apples ......
89 11928 Strawberries
90 1925 Strawberries .
84 11928
84 1929

Location
Bountiful .
Bountiful .
Bountiful ..
Bountiful .
Bountiful .
Woods Cross .
Syracuse .
Bountiful .
Bountiful .

Cooperator

1. Burningham . .... . No notable effect (observation)
H. B. Folsom ...... . . P63- C31- K43- C101- NPK106- C13S- M96 .......... .
H. B. Folsom .
N97- C99- P74- ClOO- K152- C93- NPK173- C104Ml16 .... . ............... . .. . ... . ... . ... .. ..... .
J. Evans . .. . .
Response to N (observation)
J. Evans ....... . . . . . P164- C117- N139 . .. . ........ . ......... . .. . ....... .
J. Arg yle .. .
C25- N25- C31 .... . .. .. ........ . . . .. . ... . . ....... .
J. Holbrook .. .
C214- N297- NP289- C267- N30S- NP260 ......... . . .
E. Burnham .
Improved color and growth of plants N (observation)
A. Briggs ....
No notable effect (observation)

Salt Lake County
MUrray .. . ... .. .. .. ., G. Kasworm .
Crescent . . . .... . '. . .. E. Dahl .. .. .
Taylorsville ...

Results

o bservations
Slig htly darker leaves N
Darker foliage N
Response t o P and N
No notable effect
Slig ht r esponse to N , P

No notable effect (observation)
No notable effect (observation)

to

c:

W. H. Breeze .. .... .

CllS- N91- C112... K182- C102- P149- C9S- NPK120CS5 . ........ . ...... . .... . .. . .. . . . ...... . . . . . . . . Response to P a nd K
Irregular frost injury- P gave best results by obserW. H. Breeze .
Taylorsville .
vation (no effect peas 1930)
M. Barker.
NP plants seemed larger but no notable effect on
Taylorsville .
yield (observation)
Devecchi ... ... .. . . . . Notable response to N (observation)
Taylorsville ... . .
Larger plants with N (observation)
D. Madsen ..
Murray .
No notable effect (observation)
J. R. Peterson . . . . .
Riverton.
M. Barker . ... . . . .. . N4- C7- NPKS- C6- KS- CS- PS . . . . ......... . ..... . No notable ef fe ct
Murray ..
W.
Whitacre
..
.
....
.
C20- NP50- C96- P10S- C83- N71- 0104- NPK10SSalt Lake ......... ..
uneven stand ... ....... ......... . .. ..... . .
Response to P
F.
Walker
........
.
No
notable effect (observation )
Holliday ..
No notable effect (observation )
J. L. James .
Murray .
Tooele County
Tooele ....... .... . .. , R. Murray .. . .. .
Tooele . . . . . . . . . . . . .. A. C. Vorwaller .

N(fall)16.2- N (spring)17.1- C11.6 ···· ·· · · ······ · ··· 1 Response to N
No no table effect (observation ) (slightly alkali)

Utah County
Lehi. .. . .
Lehi .. .
Lehi.
Lehi .
Lehi ..... . . ... .
Pleasan t Grove .
Lindon .
Orem .

C2.2- N3.1- P4.5- K3.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N3.7- P 5.7- K3.3- C3. 5 . . .............. . .. ... . .... . .
Wheat responded to P residues from last 2 years
M15- N12- P13- Kll- C12 . ........... . .. .... ... .. . "
N7.7- P12.0- KS.7- C10A- M9.8 . .. .. ............ .. . .
Darker foliage with N- only observable difference
N1512- C1017 . . .... ... . ..... . . . ... ... ... ... .... .. .
CS03- N 873- K7S8- PS57- CS66- darker foliage N

E. Peterson ..
E. Peterson .
E. Peterson . .
A. C. Gardner .
J. Cox . . ... ... .
.J . McFarlane .
M. Smit~ ...... .
1. E. Christensen ... .

N otable response to P
N otable response to P
Response to M a nd P
R esponse to P
R esponse to N

§z
Z
?
1:'1:)

CA:I
CA:I

APPENDIX-Continued
EX P . \ Year

No.

90
91
92
92
93
94
95
96

I

1929
1928
1930
1929
1930
1928
1928
1930

97 I 1930
98 I 1930

I

I

Location

Cooperator

Results

Strawberries ... .
Strawberries ... .
Strawberries.
Strawberries ... .
Apples . ... .... . .
Tomatoes ....... .
Sugar-beets .... . .
Sugar-beets .

Orem
Orem . ... .. . ..... .
Orem .
Orem .. .
Orem .. .. .
Vineyard .
Lakeview .
Benjamin .

1. E. Christensen ... .
L. E. Burr .... . .... .
D . C. Clayton . ..... .
D. C. Clayton . . .
D. C. Clayton.
W. Holdaway.
E. Morgan ..
Hawkins .

Potatoes ..... .
Raspberries .. .

Provo Ben ch ..
Provo Ben ch ..

Workman . .. . .
F . R. Workman .

C353- N403- K325- P353- C284 . ...... ... . .
K177- P210- C172- N192- NPK264 ....... . .
N290- C213 .. .
. .................... . .
N255- K230- P248 ............. . . . . . ....... . . .
Improved foliage color and set of fruit with N
K400- N411- P380- C393 .. .. . . .... . .. . .... .
No observable effect N (slightly alka li soil )
PK17.5- C16.3- P17.1- C16.7- NPK16.7 - C16.5- N1 5.7NP15.5 . . . .. ... . ... . .... .
N40- C25 . ..... .... ........ . .. .... .... .
Better color of foliage and growth of canes
( observation)
C124- NPKI42- C124- PK139- C128.

Crop

Black Caps ... . . . Provo Ben ch .

F. R. Workman ..

/ 1930
1928
1929
\ 1928
1929

Onions ..
Onions .. .
Peaches .. .
Sugar-beets .

Springville . .
Springville .
Mapleton .
Mapleton .

103 \ 1929

Sugar-beets .

Ma pleton .

104 1928
105 1 1929

Sugar-beets ..
Sugar-beets .

Spring Lake .
Spring Lake .

106 I 1930

Lawn .. .

Juab County
Nephi.

Court House.

107 I 1930

Lawn .

Nephi.

Meeting House .

1980

Lawn .

Nephi. .

A. E. Smith .

109 1 1930
110 1980
111 1980
112 \ 1930
113 1930
114 1980

Alfalfa . . .
Alfalfa . . .. .
Alfalfa ..
Alfalfa . .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .

Millard County
Oasis ....
Abraham .
Oasis ... .
Hinckley ..
Hinckley .
Delta .

Maxfield . ..... .
Stearn's Ranch .
Christensen .
Hinckley ..
B. A. Robinson .
O. George ... .

115 I 1931
116 / 1981
117 1931

Beaver County
Alfalfa ......... ., Beaver .. .... .
Corn . . . . . . . . . . .. Beaver ... . .
Alfalfa. . . . . . . . . . Beaver ... .

98
99
100
101
102

I

t

I
I

108 r

M. A. Boyer .
M. A . Boyer ..
J. Carnesecca .
J. Jensen and
S. M. Sugar Co. .
J . Jensen and
S. M. Sugar Co . .
R . Moore ...
R. Moore ..

P593- N573- K557- C554 ...... .
N15.1- P15.1- C15.0 tons acre . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Slightly darker foliage with N- n o other nota ble
effect (observation)
KI3.4- CI0.5- PI4.3- NI4.9- NPI5.4- CI3 .6- NK19 .8PKI5.7- NPKI8.8- C14.9 .. . ...... ... . . . . . . .... .. .
K23.7- P31.7- N32.6- C27.3- NP22.5- NK26.2- PK2 5.8C22.0- NPK26.6 ..... ... .
. ........ . .
NI3.3- P12.5- K11.3- M12.4
N8.0- P8.2- C8.0 ..
Slight improvement color of lawn wi t h N- only
temporary (observation)
.
Slight improvement color of lawn wi t h N- only
temporary (observation)
Slig ht improvement color of lawn with N- only
temporary (observation)
No
No
No
No
No
No

notable
notable
notable
notable
notable
notable

effect
effect
effect
effect
effect
effect

(observation)
(observation)
(observation)
(observation)
(observation)
(observation)

A. Yardly ..... .. .. . ./ No notable effect (observation)
J. Atkins . . . . . . . . . .. No notable effect (observation)
W . Blackner ....... No notable effect (observation)

Observations
Response to N
Questionable
Response to N
Response t o N

o

t:;r;l
Ul

Questionable

~>
..,

No notable effect
Response to N

S
z
Ul
o

Some response to
fertilizers
No notable effect
No notable effect

Z

..,

=
I::':l

o

Ul

t.".l

Some response to N ,P, K
Some response to N . P
No notable effect
No notable effect
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o
o
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APPENDIX-Continued
Exp.
No.

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
127
127
128
190
191

IYear I
19291930
1929
19291930
1928-9
1930
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931
1931

Crop

Location

Cooperator

Results

Alfalfa .

Washington County
Leeds .. .

D. E. McMullin . . .

Marked response to P (observation )

Tomatoes.
Alfalfa . .

Toquerville .
Washington .

W. Manning ..
W. Iverson ...

No notable effect (observation)
Marked response to P (observation)

Onions ..
Alfalfa .
Onions . .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .
Tomatoes .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .

Washington . . . . . .
Washington Field .
St. George . .... .
St. George . .. .
St. George . . .. .
Santa Clara .
Santa Clara .
Santa Clara .

E. Iverson . . .. ..... .
G. Seegmiller . . . . ... ,
N. P. Smith . . .
N. P . Smith . .
C. Gubler . . .. . . . . .. .
L. Reber .. . . . . ..... .
L. Reber . ... .. .... . .
E. R. Fry.

No nota ble effect (observation)
Response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
Notable response to N (observation )
Notable response to P (observation )
Notable response to P (observation )

Lawn .
Alfalfa .

Wasatch County
Heber .
Heber . .. . .. . .... .

Fair Grounds . .
Crook .

Sanpete County
Fairview ..... .
Ephraim .

A. Rasmussen .
Experimental Farm .

C26.6- K32.8- M36.2- PI9.3 ..... . .. .
P67.9- C48. 2- PK72.4- N53.2- K52.4- M66.0

Experimental Farm .
J. W. Stott ... . . .. .. .
Kidman ........ . ... ,
Sugar Factory .. . . . . .
Sugar Factory ... . .. .
Sugar Factory .. .
C. S. Hansen . .. .... .
C. S. Hansen ....... .
C. S. Hansen .
E. H. Bardsley.

C32.6- P60.0- M58.7- Fallow 58.8 .
No notable effect (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
Response to P (observation) . .
No notable effect (observation)
No notable effect (observation) .
N2.0- C2.6- P7.5- K1.8- M2.2 . .. . .. . . .. .
Outstanding response to P (obeervation )
No notable effect (observation) .
No notable effect (observation ) .

129
130

1929
1930

Barley
Barley .

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

1931
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1927
1930
1930
1929

Barley .
Peas . . . ... .
Sugar-beets . .
Sugar-beets .
Sugar-beets ..
Sugar-beets .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa
Sugar-beets . . .
Sugar-beets . .

145
146

1930
1930

Sugar-beets .
Potatoes . . . .

Sevier County
Venice .
Richfield .

141
141
142
143

1929
1929
1929
1930

Sugar-beets .
Sugar-beets .
Potatoes .
Barley.

Richfield .
Elsinore . .
Richfield .
Richfield ..

-Ephraim . . .
Manti. . . . .
Gunnison .
Gunnison .
Gunnison.
Gunnison.
Gunnison .
Gunnison .
Gunnison . .
Centerfield

to

c::
t"'
t"'

~

. . ., Notable response to N (observation )
.. No notable response to P (observation)

No notable effect (observ:ation)
P276- N239- NP262- No notable difference
(observation)
No notable effect (observation)
T. J. Nielson . .
J. Rusk ....... ... .. . No notable effect (observation)
V. Blomquist . .. . . . . No notable effect (observation)
D. Peterson . . .. . .. . . No notable effect (observation )

J. Stewart . .
C. Wilson . .

Observations

Z
No nota ble effect
Res ponse to P and M
(peat soil)
Response to P , M and
Fallow

Marked res ponse to P

Z
?
t>:)
~
~

APPENDIX-Continued
·Exp.
No.

IYear I

144 \ 19291980
147 1980
148 1980
149 1980
150 1980
151 1981
152 1981

I
160 . 1931

Location

Crop

Alfalfa .... . ... . Central. ... .

Cooperator
C. J. Christensen . . ..

Results

oco

A s light response to P (observation )

Sugar-beets. . . . ..
Sug ar-beets . . .. ,
Sugar-beets .. .
Sug ar-beets ... . ,
Alfalfa ... .... ..
Alfalfa . . . . . . ..

Richfield & sou t h
Sug ar Factory .. . ....
Venice.
S ug ar Factory .. ...
Sigurd
Sugar Factory.
Vermillion
. . . Sugar Factory . . . . .
Glenwood
.. . .. A. Oldroyd .
..
Central
C. J. Christensen . . .

No notable effect (observation)
R es ponse to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)

Alfalfa .

Piute County
Junctio:1

No no table response (observation)

...

Obse r vations

rn

~
-<
>
j

o

Z

rn

o

Z

...,

155
156
158
159
161
162

1930
1930
1930
1931
1931
1931

Alfalfa .. . ... .. .
Pas ture & lawn ..
Barley .
Alfalfa . . ........
Veg etables .....
Lawn . ..
. . . ..

Garfield County
Panguitch
Panguit ::h
Panguitch ... .....
Tropic.
Circleville
.. .
Panguitch

241

1931

Alfalfa .. . . .. . . .

Kane County
Kanab ... .

A. Findlay .

S. Solomonson . . . . . . .
Bacon Bros. (sand) .
Bacon Bros. (clay) .
J. Bowdin .
. .. . . .
E. Cox . . . . . . . ..... .
F. E. Case.
. . .... .
V. Boswell .... . . . . . .
D. McAfee . . . . . . . . . .
S. A. Russell . . . . . . .
W. Zowe . .... . .. .. . .
F . Orser .... . ... .

Slight response to P (observation )
Respon se to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation )
Response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation )
No notable effect (observation )
No nota ble effect (observation )

F. O. Lundberg . . . .

Response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation )
No notable effect (observation )
No notable effect (observation )
No notable effect (observation )
No notable effect (observation )

Experimental Farm .
Experimental Farm .
Experimental Farm .
Court house . . . .. '"

MI.42- CI.48- MPI.83- PI. 75 . . . . . . . . .
...... ..
Marked response to N (observation)
Marked response to P and M (observa tion )
Response to P (observation)
Response to N (observation)
Respon se to N (observation )

Respon se to P and M

::t:
t':l

c::::
rn
t':l

o

"'l

163
164
164
16.5
166
209
210
213
214
215
216

1930
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

Alfalfa ..... . . . .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa . . ... .....
Alfalfa . ..
. ..
Alfalfa .. .
...
Peas.
Alfalfa ... .... .. .
Alfalfa .
.. . ...
Alfalfa . ... . . . . . .
Alfalfa ....... . .
Alfalfa .

Duchesne County
Arcadia .
Cedar View
Cedar View
Hancock Cove
Boneta .
Mt. Emm o:1s
Mt. Emmons . . .
Hancock Cove
Cedar View
Myton . . . .. ........
Roosevelt .

217
218
219
220
221
222

1931
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

Alfa lfa .
....
Alfalfa .. .
Alfalfa . . . . . .....
Alfalfa ....... . .
Alfalfa . .. . . . . . .
Alfalfa
. . .. ...

Uintah County
Ft. Duchesn e
Ft. Duchesn e
Ft. Duches:1e
..
Randlett . .......
Randlett .... . ... . . ..
Randlett . .... .. ....

. . . . . . Res pon se to P (observation)

(J

o

~

R. Hull . . ... . ..... . .

F. Dickson . .. . ......
R. Knight . .. . .. .... .
R. Taylor .
H. Owens . . . . .. ... . .
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APPENDIX-Concluded
Exp.

No.

Year

167
168
169
170

1930
1981
1981
1981
1931
1981
1931
1931

171

172
226
227

Crop
Alfalfa ... . . .. . ..
Alfalfa ... . . ... . .
Alfalfa . . .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa ..
Alfalfa .

Location

Cooperator

Ft. Duchesne .
Vernal. .. . , . .
Vernal. .... .
Vernal .. . .
Vernal.
Vernal .. .. ... .... . .
Vernal. .. ... . . .... .
Vernal .

Experimental Farm .
E. Peterson .
Bowden . ...
E. Hoeft
J. P. Hackin g .
F . H. Smi t h .

173 /1930

Carbon County
Sugar-beets ... .. , Price ....

Experimental Farm

240 \ 1931

Sugar-beets .

E x perimen tal Farm .

'93'
175 1980
176 1 1980
177 '930
178 1930
174

Price ...

179 1930
180 1930
181 1 1930

Alfalfa ..
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa . .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa ....
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .
Alfalfa .
....,

Price . . ..... .
Spring Glen . .
Miller Creek .
N. Price .. .
E. Price .
E. Price .
E. Price .
E. Price .

182 \ 1930

Alfalfa .. . . .

Emery Coun ty
Green Ri ver .

Corn ... .
Corn . . .
Alfalfa .

Grand County
Moab .
Moab .
Moab.

183
11930
184 1930
185

1930

I
I

186 1930
187 1981
188 1930
189 . 1931
211 1931
212 1931

San Juan County
Alfalfa .
Monticello .
Lawn ..
Monticello .
Melon s .
Bluff .
Alfalfa .
Bluff . .. .. . ...... . .
Alfalfa . ..... ... . Bluff .
Bluff .
Tomatoes .

E xperimen ta l
A . Johnson .
I. Borrell .. ..
B. Hoffman .
G. Cavalakia .
O. Mott . ..
C. Larsen .
C. La r sen

Results

o bservationa

No notable effect (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation )
N o notable effect (observation )

P23.7- KI7.3- NI2.9- CI5.9- PK21.7- NKI6.3NPK17.8- NP21.7 ..... ...... . ... . . .. .. .. .
N5.13- K7.24- P9.03- NP 8.26- NPK7.88- M9.40MPI0.82 ....... .. .. . ...... .. ... . .
Farm . . Marked response to P (observation)
No notable effect (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation)
Response to P (observation )
Response to P (observation )
Response to P (observation)

Response to P
,Response to P a nd M
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Z
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Response to P (observat ion )
L. L. Tayl or .
H. B. Evans
C. S. Thompson .

Res pon se to N (observation)
Response to N (observation)
Response to P (observation)

D. B. Per kin s .
C. Foy
C. E. Weyland
C. E. Weyla nd
F . Nielsen
C. E. Weyla nd

No notable effect (observation )
Response to Nand P (observation )
Response to Nand P (observation)
Res ponse to P (observation)
Respon se to P (observation )
Res pon ~ e to Nand P (observa t ion)
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